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Appearance
Articles > Level 1
I`m sure that you have heard in a lot of places that the appearance is not important. Myself, I have
even seen on a once very respected site the following quote: "appearance doesn`t matter AT
ALL". Mostly, this is fake.
The appearance of a man is very important, but not as important as other things. This is a good
fact, because not all men are lucky enough to be handsome. But when I say appearance, I don`t
refer to the appearance you were born with. I refer to grooming. Women appreciate a lot shaved,
clean, nice-smelling, spotless faced men.
First of all, I must say that you will never pick up a girl unless you are CLEAN. So, take a
shower every day.
Body-odor it`s not attractive. Be sure to wash everywhere, between your fingers, behind the ears
and also in the armpits. And keep this in mind: Deodorant is for AFTER the shower, not
INSTEAD of shower.
Now let`s talk about SHAVING. First of all, you should use quality products, the higher the
quality the better. But of course, don`t make a bank loan to buy original shaving-gel. Try to keep
the products directly-proportional with you pockets.
I recommend using shaving-gel instead of shaving-foam, because the gel has a better grip. And
with the gel, you can take your time with the blade, because it will not fade away like foam. After
covering your face with shaving-gel, start by shaving one of your cheeks. After it`s done, shave
the moustache and the beard, and the other cheek. Also, don`t forget to shave underneath your
mandible, and underneath your
ears. After you`re done, wash your face with warm water, and then repeat the process one more
time. Next, you should use and after-shave. This is important because it will not allow irritation
to appear. It also smells nice (that of course, depends on the after shave).
Other places to shave: your armpits. You might think that armpit hair shows men dignity. In
reality, it`s disgusting. *also ,use shaving gel*
You`re probably asking: what about my legs? Shall I shave them too? Well, this depends mostly
on you. It doesn`t matter that much.
Pubic hair: shall I or shall I not? Think of it this way: women see male pubic hair just the way
you see female pubic hair.
After you`re clean and shaved, it`s time to spray some COLOGNE. Choose your cologne carefully, be sure
that what you choose fits you.
If you`re active, choose something refreshing. If you`re more of a sweet guy, choose something sweet.
You got the point.
Once you chose it, time to 'apply' it. One very important thing: do not over-do it! 2 sprays should be just
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enough.
*Try to use all the time the same cologne, because it will be like your 'shadow'. The scent should be your
'ID', when a woman smells it she should think of you. And that`s why you should not choose what
everyone uses. Be creative and daring!
TAKING CARE OF YOUR FACE
I know there are lots of guys with whiteheads and blackheads on their face. These things are very
unattractive for a girl, so you must get rid of them if you have them. This is how you should deal with
them:
1.Always keep your face clean. Dirty face, covered with dust is the main source of pimples. Wash your
face as often as possible. Important
advice: do not wash your face with ordinary soap because it will damage your skin. Use only water, or
buy special face cleansers or face soaps.
2.Buy a good exfoliator. After cleaning your face, exfoliate to eliminate the dead skin cells.
3.Buy an anti-pimple treatment, and apply it after exfoliation
*These 3 first steps should be repeated every day, in the same order.
Do not touch the pimples, once you have them. Clean them and apply treatment.
One very important thing, try not to touch your face at all. Why? Your hand touch all kinds of thing that
should not be part of your face.
If your acne persists, you should definitely go see a medic.
CLOTHING
Maybe you know from old sayings that clothing is not that important, but nowadays it is one of the
decisive aspects of boy-girls relationships.
There are lots to talk about here, because there are uncountable 'tastes' in this domain. But there is one
thing that I can say for certain:
Try to keep it 'semi' plain and simple. I mean, don`t dress simple, but also don`t dress like a fashionaddict. I recommend some jeans, a uni-color pullover and a shirt. Now, of course, it depends on the
season. If it`s summer and you`re a hunk, wear a muscle t-shirt. It is very impressive for women. If you`re
not that much of a hunk, stick to the classy t-shirt. In the winter-time, hunks dress the same as the
others. Gloves are cool, you should wear them confidently. Also ,a skully won`t be bad. The most decisive
part of clothing in the winter season is the jacket. Choose it wisely, because it will define your character
and style. Buy a uni-colored leather-covered jacket, and you`ll look like a diplomat. Wear F1 jackets if you
like cars. If you`re average, I would recommend a bi-colored jacket. Not eye-jumping colors like pink or
red. Stick to Grey, white, green, dark purple etc.
A good place to buy clothes: www.eastbay.com . I totally recommend it, it`s a trust-worthy sales site,
with genuine stuff.
The genuine clothing dilemma: It`s cool and impressive to wear genuine clothing, but not decisive. If you
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cannot afford genuine, buy what you CAN afford. Like I told earlier, don`t make a bank loan to buy these
kind of stuff.
You should always, and I mean ALWAYS wear nice shoes. Shoes might define your personality more than
any other piece of clothing. I advise you to invest in this 'sector'. It deserves the effort. Once you have a
nice pair of shoes, this doesn`t mean that that`s it, you`re ok here.
No ,no ,no. Clean them every day, they must look shiny-new all the time. It impresses women a lot,
believe me.

Girls out in the World!
Articles > Level 1
Every human being, no matter if men or women, have the instinct of having fun. Most of them
consider flirting as the best means to have this fun they seek. Remember, both men AND women.
Every time you go clubbing , you see both men and women, mostly in groups. All the time there
are lots of groups of girls dancing or chatting. Most men think that those girls came just to do that
and leave them alone.
But consider one thing: why in the world would they come to do this in a club where it is known
that men pick up girls? That`s right, they expect to be picked up. Although it`s a bit harder to pick
up a girl that is part of a group of girls, it`s 100% doable. All you need is some courage and selfconfidence.
TIP: To approach a group of girls, use your own group to start chatting with them! It`s easier for
you!
And now, some of you would say 'Yeah, I have tried approaching groups of girls or single girls in
clubs and I got rejected!' Well, there may be many reasons for this. One of them could be that
you were not her type. Or she could be THAT kind of a girl who expects something out of the
ordinary from a men, not the lousy pick-up lines or 'may I buy you a drink?'. Or she could just be
expecting her boyfriend. Nevertheless, you should never give up. Persistence is the key to success
in this business.
Just think about what I am going to say next: If you try your luck with 100 girls a month, you
have a lot more chances than if you try your luck with only 10. This can be best described and
explained in a film, which I suggest you watch 'The long weekend'. It`s quite an old one, but it`s a
good film. It`s a romance/comedy so don`t worry you won`t get bored. You will see some tactics
and places where you could pick up women in this very film.
Now let`s get back to the girls out in the world. I said earlier about clubs, but these girls can be
found almost everywhere. 95 percent of the women on the street that aren`t married are open to
new relationships if a men manages to impress them. The first impression is very, very important.
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I can tell you that it is as important as 80 percent in the relationship you might have with a girl.
That is why it is always important to keep clean, nice smelling and always with something to say
that impresses. If you give a good first impression, even if you screw it up later you still have
chances. But you will never have many chances if you screw up with the first impression and
then be the best man in the world. This is sort of a rule that applies to most of the women out
there. Keep this in mind, as it is very important.
You can spend some time observing girls in a park for example. Just stay there on a bench and
watch. You will certainly see at least one girl being picked up. If you are close enough to hear,
the better. You can learn from other people`s experiences a lot, either if they are bad or good.
You can even make a special notebook, where to write your observations and afterwards draw a
conclusion. This is how you can research yourself , without exposing to any risks at all.
And keep in mind: Don`t you ever use pick-up lines! They are horrible ways of getting slapped or
dumped even before you know her name. So please, no matter how good the line you read from
the internet sounds, DO NOT USE IT. If you use it, I can guarantee failure.

Body Language
Articles > Level 1
Body language to attract woman is one of the most powerful tools you have in your arsenal of
seduction - but it's got to be used properly.
Using body language to attract women is a lot more difficult put into practice than said as it takes
a few months at least to callibrate and 'unlearn' bad body language.
Have you ever seen attractive hot women around not so good looking guys?
Of course you have! So what are they doing that I'm not was what I asked myself many years
ago.
Notice how the way they present themselves, the way they stand and hold themselves, how they
speak to women, authoritatively, firm yet also kind and friendly like.
The most important body language to attract a woman is confidence. Confidence gets the girl. So
if you want to be more attractive to women, show your confidence. But I don't mean by pounding
your chest or the drunk at the bar.
Women look first at your attire and second at how you walk so first dress Well and walk upright.
Hold your head up, and hold your shoulders back.
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Eye contact; dont stare as this is creepy, however don't look around and avoid eye contact, and
make sure you blink. I've met guys who don't blink and it's a little off putting, I'm sure this dries
your eyes out too.
Dont laugh nervously or in any kind of weird manner. It will make you look like a total loser.
When offered or initiating a hand shake make sure its straight up and give a brief, firm shake.
Don't break her hands, or shake it like a pump or touch it and take as if it was oil.
If you want use body language to attract women treat them like a mate. If your mate says
something funny you would laugh and slap them on the back (gently). Why should this be any
diifrent to a woman? If you want her to feel comfortable in your presence you have to show that
you're comfortable by displaying you're not afraid to treat her like a buddy.

Girly Gossiping
Articles > Level 1
This is a small chapter, but it`s very important in understanding how the machine called "woman"
works.
There is one thing that defines every single woman: gossiping. Every woman on this planet
gossips with her friends. Every woman has a circle of close friends. This circle has no secrets.
They share every single spicy detail, asking for pieces of advice.
So, if your girlfriend tells you that some things are only between you and her, do not believe her.
But do not start blaming her, it`s a female instinct, if I can say so. Gossiping is in the female
nature. That`s how they work. The idea is the following: do not share your secrets with your
girlfriend. Or, at least, not the deepest secrets, because it`s the same as telling them in front of a
circle.
Tell your girlfriend things that impress, but try not to over-estimate yourself too much.
If you know your girl`s circle, try to tell all of the "members" the same lies, truths, or whatever
you like. Consider this circle like one person, with the experience of more. And the experience of
more put in one place will never be easy to overpower.
Be friends with every single human-being in this circle. Why?
Because if this circle tells your girl to dump you, she`ll do it and then think about it. So it`s a
good idea to try to have the circle on your side. If you don`t know your girl`s circle, try to
discover it. Controlling this circle is identical to controlling your girlfriend. Good manipulators
use this circle thing in their advantage.
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Why intelligent men fail with women
Articles > Level 1
I've been teaching men how to become more successful with women and dating for a several
years now... and one "problem scenario" just keeps coming up OVER AND OVER... and OVER
and OVER and OVER again...
...and it's really amazes me.
I'm going to refer to it as "The Genius Failure Paradox".
"The Genius Failure Paradox" is the tendency for UNUSUALLY intelligent men to have very
LOW levels of success with women and dating.
After contemplating this particular paradox, discussing it, and working on it for an awesome
amount of time, I'd like to share my thoughts about it with you.
I assume that if you've read this far, then you see probably yourself as smarter than the average
guy.
You know that you're a little different than other guys.
You probably realized at a young age that you saw things differently, and thought differently than
others in school...
And you've probably realized that your smart mind gives you an advantage over others in many
areas of life...
Your smart mind gives you a particular type of advantage that can be very, very powerful in life:
YOU'RE USUALLY RIGHT.
Smart people get used to being "right", because they usually ARE right.
And when you're RIGHT more often than others, you can get ahead in many situations.
But unfortunately, this smart mind of yours can actually be WORSE than USELESS when it
comes to a key area of life:
WOMEN AND DATING.
By the way, I did say WORSE than useless.
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It can actually be like having a hammer when you need to tighten a bolt. If you use the tool you
have for the job, you'll most likely make the situation WORSE.
Of course, it's hard for a smart guy to even IMAGINE a situation where his smart mind could
HURT his chances for success...
But trust me, this is one of those situations.
So relax, open your smart mind, and let me share with you the ten reasons why smart guys fail
with women... and what to do about it.
REASON #1: THEY'RE WRONG, BUT THEY CAN'T
OR WON'T SEE IT OR ADMIT IT
I mentioned that smart guys are used to being RIGHT in most situations.
And what do most smart guys do when they come across a situation where they're WRONG ?
They find a new situation... one that fits their strength. They know they'll be right next time, so
they just walk away... knowing that it won't be long before they're right again.
(OR they let the "problem situation" destroy them... more on that later.)
Well, the BITCH about being wrong when it comes to women and dating is THERE'S
NOWHERE TO RUN AND HIDE.
There's no quick "I'm right" around the next corner to make you feel better.
It only takes "failing" with a few women in a row for a smart guy to see the pattern... and realize
that something isn't working.
Solution? Think harder.
A smart guy just assumes that his logic must be good... so he just keeps thinking harder.
But when no success comes, it really starts to become mentally difficult.
Accepting that you're wrong is a VERY hard thing for a "smart guy".
Accepting that you're not only wrong, but you have NO CLUE WHERE TO EVEN START is
even more difficult.
Ultimately, many smart guys come up with the following logical conclusion:
I AM A SMART GUY, THEREFORE IF I CAN'T FIGURE OUT HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL
WITH WOMEN AND DATING, THEN THE PROBLEM MUST NOT BE SOLVABLE OR
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WORTH SOLVING.
Try that on for a self-defeating idea.
REASON #2: THEY'RE BLIND AND ARROGANT
In short, many smart guys refuse to accept that a good, solid, workable answer could come from
someone "dumber" than them, so they discount any idea that comes from an "obviously less
intelligent person" before trying it.
Let me ask you a question:
If you were going to be walking across Africa on foot, would you rather have your guide be the
guy on this planet with the highest I.Q., or a caveman who lived a million years ago that had an
I.Q. of about 50... but who grew up being chased by lions and all kinds of animals that wanted to
eat him all his life?
It's an interesting question.
Now, hopefully you'd like to have the guide who isn't the smartest guy around... but who has
escaped from many, many dangerous situations with deadly animals...
But now let me ask you:
If you'd like to learn how to be more successful with women and dating, would you take advice
from a guy who isn't very intelligent, but who knows how to attract women ?
There's something about being smart that makes some guys unwilling to accept input, ideas, or
instruction from anyone who isn't either as smart or smarter than them.
Well, any SMART GUY can see the folly in this particular approach... once it's examined
closely.
If you've been making this mistake, then you need to STOP IT. Stop being an arrogant bastard,
and open your eyes.
Look around.
Learn from some "dumb" guys... and let them teach you how to get what you REALLY want.
REASON #3: POOR SOCIAL SKILLS
It BLOWS MY MIND how many smart guys I meet that just don't GET IT when it comes to
basic social skills.
It's as if they have logically reasoned that social skills are for lower beings who need to play
games... and not worth the time it would take to learn them.
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In fact, I believe that there are a lot of smart guys running around this planet who don't even have
"social skills" and "be a cool guy that people like" in their "MENTAL MODEL" of what it could
possibly take to be successful with women and dating.
Social skills are just that... SKILLS.
They're not social INFORMATION.
They're not social THEORIES.
They're social SKILLS.
And you don't get them by THINKING about them. You get them by GETTING them.
Excellent social skills are the foundation for good communication with other humans... and if you
don't have good social skills, you dramatically lower your chances for success with women.
REASON #4: THEY PSYCH THEMSELVES OUT
Smart guys do something that fascinates the hell out of me...
They come up with all the reasons why everything WON'T WORK when it comes to women and
dating.
They actually figure out why what they would like to do will probably fail...
They use their amazing creative imaginations to imagine all kinds of horrible pictures and
scenes... and then they use those imaginary outcomes to create negative emotions... which
ultimately stop them from having success with women and dating.
THEY DON'T EVEN TRY.
Now, if you've thought something through and come up with a good reason why it would fail, it
makes sense to not do it, right?
I mean, why would you want to do things that are going to fail?
It's sound logic, but HORRIBLE thinking when it comes to the REAL WORLD... and success
with women.
Because smart guys don't UNDERSTAND women, and they don't UNDERSTAND what it takes
to be successful with women, they are working with bad figures. They're wrong before they even
start figuring!
Using your mind to come up with all the reasons why things won't work in this area of your life
leads to ULTIMATE FAILURE.
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You must learn to overcome this habit if you have it.
REASON #5: THEY SEEK ONLY "INFORMATIONAL SOLUTIONS"
What does a smart guy do when he runs into a problem... or he needs to figure something out?
He looks for INFORMATION to help him solve the problem.
MORE INFORMATION is always the answer.
Information is the friend of a smart guy.
Got a strange virus on your computer? Just hop on the internet and search for how to eliminate it.
Don't know how to change the alternator on your car? No prob. Just buy the manual and turn to
page 147.
Don't know the definition of a word? Open up your dictionary.
MORE INFORMATION solves the problem.
So what do smart guys do when it comes to overcoming a problem with women?
They want MORE INFORMATION.
They think the answer lies in learning just ONE MORE TECHNIQUE... or one more magic
concept.
Well what if there were a situation in life where the "get more information" strategy actually
made things WORSE?
How would you even know that it was making things worse?
Now, I don't want to suggest that learning more about how to be successful with women is a bad
thing. It's not.
But if you have a problem that is EMOTIONAL or PHYSICAL in nature, then reading five
million theories on it probably isn't going to help you very much.
You need to get out in the real world and try some stuff!
You need to look at the REAL problem... the ROOT of the problem.
When it comes to women and dating, there's a very good chance that you have MORE than
enough "information".
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Smart guys often use "more information" to distract them from TAKING ACTION.
I've heard this referred to as "Creative Avoidance".
Nod silently if you've ever figured out a creative way to avoid facing something in your life.
Good, thank you.
REASON #6: THEY FOCUS ON LOGIC INSTEAD OF EMOTION
NEWS JUST IN: Women don't feel ATTRACTION for men who make them THINK.
Women feel ATTRACTION for men who make them FEEL.
So what do most smart guys do when they first meet a woman?
EXACTLY!
They get into a LOGICAL CONVERSATION.
I'm shaking my head right now...
Smart men try to engage women in LOGICAL conversations and interactions because that's
where THEY feel comfortable... not knowing that they're SHOOTING THELSEVES IN THE
FOOT by doing it!
Get this: A monkey sitting at a typewriter will type the collected works of Shakespeare before
you will make a woman feel ATTRACTION for you by engaging her in logical conversation.
When you start a logical conversation with a woman you've just met, you are basically taking out
a NEON SIGN that says "I don't get it when it comes to women" and putting it on your head.
Typical "logical" conversations include talking about work, family, school, and jobs... discussing
politics, religion, weather... and anything that has to do with math, science, or INTELLIGENCE.
On the other hand, if you start talking to a woman and you say "OK, so tell me something... Why
is it that all women say that they want sweet, nice guys... but they all date sexy, selfish bad
boys?" (and then make fun of any answer she gives) you're having an EMOTIONAL
conversation.
If you don't know what I'm talking about, keep reading. You need more help than I thought.
REASON #7: THEY'RE NOT USED TO THE CHALLENGE OF THE MOMENT
Smart people usually have time to THINK about things.
If you're taking a test, you can sit there and work out the answers.
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If you have a math problem, you can work on it until you've figured it out.
If you're trying to fix something, you can keep working on it until it's fixed.
Smart guys are used to being able to take at least a LITTLE bit of time to prepare and show off
their "good sides" in most situations.
Not so with women...
If you don't know what to do at every step along the way, you'll be shut down very quickly.
Women have an AMAZING "He doesn't get it" radar system.
Women have all kinds of subtle and ingenious tests that they throw at men to separate the "get
its" from the "don't get its".
And if you don't get it, then you're going to fail one of these tests VERY quickly.
But the worst part is that you won't ever KNOW that you were being tested... OR that you failed.
Smart guys aren't used to dealing with complex EMOTIONAL and COMMUNICATION
challenges in the moment... and especially the "women and dating" kind.
One of they keys to becoming more successful with women and dating is learning to handle all of
the tests that women throw at you effortlessly.
But before you can learn how to deal with the tests, you must first learn how to communicate on
an emotional level, how to demonstrate that you have fundamental social skills, and how to keep
your cool in the moment.
REASON #8: THEY THINK THAT DOING "NICE" THINGS IS THE "SMART WAY"
OK, let me ask you a trick question:
If I told you that you were going to have a date with the supermodel of your choice, which of the
following would you choose as a "smart" way of preparing:
1. Find out what her favorite type of flowers are, and show up with a dozen of them so she would
be "wowed".
2. Learn about her favorite travel destination so you could discuss it with her.
3. Find out what her favorite type of food is so you could take her to dinner... and she could see
that you cared enough to choose something that she enjoyed.
OK, time's up. Which did you choose?
Now, I already mentioned that this was a TRICK question.
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The answer is NONE OF THE ABOVE.
But WHY?
These three options all seemed logical, right?
I mean, why WOULDN'T you want to show up with her favorite flowers?
Why WOULDN'T you want to talk about her favorite places to travel?
Why WOULDN'T you want to take her to eat her favorite foods so she enjoyed herself?
Go with me here...
Smart guys think that they're being CLEVER when they do things like buying a woman her
favorite flowers... and bringing them to the FIRST DATE.
Right?
In their minds, they're thinking "I'm going to be the guy who is thinking ahead... and I'm going to
show up with the flowers that I KNOW she loves... and she's going to see them and like me more
because of it".
Makes sense... good math, right?
Well the one teensy-weensy mistake that these "smart" guys make is not realizing that it doesn't
actually take a smart person to think like this!
In fact, ANY jackass can figure out how to kiss a woman's ass.
And guess what?
WOMEN KNOW THIS!
And guess what else?
EVERY WUSSBAG DOES THIS STUFF.
An intelligent guy, in his proud arrogance, will think he's being such the charmer by using this
"thoughtful" approach...
...and the woman he is chasing will interpret it as just another Wussy who's trying to
MANIPULATE her.
Ouch. Another blow to intelligence.
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MISTAKE #9: ALWAYS NEEDING TO BE THE EXPERT
Have you ever met a smart guy who always needed to be "right"?
Have you ever met someone who would actually argue with you about something they knew
nothing about... and make a fool of themselves because they just couldn't shut their "smart
mouths"?
Over the last few years helping guys improve their success with women, I see this one pattern
over and over again...
Smart guys don't like to be "beginners" at ANYTHING.
They don't like the idea of screwing up... especially if others are watching.
They want to maintain this "smart guy" image of themselves... so they try to always be "The
Expert" at whatever they do.
Instead of saying "Hey, you know what? I'm a beginner at this... how do I do it? What should I do
first? What next?"... and instead of being totally OK with screwing up, making mistakes, and
making a fool of themselves in front of others in order to LEARN...
...they won't risk embarrassment, failure, or others thinking that they're beginners... so they wind
up ultimately FAILING.
MORE NEWS JUST IN: It's OK to be a beginner.

7 reasons why she didn`t write back
Articles > Level 1
How frustrating is it when you reach out to a woman online and she doesn't contact you back?
Here are the most common reasons why you didn't hear from her, and ways to work around them
so you can boost the number of email responses in your inbox.
*By "profile", i mean myspace, hi5 etc*
1. She's getting a lot of attention online. A key thing to remember is that women's inboxes tend to
get crowded with potential suitors. Make sure that you stand out from the competition by
commenting about something specific she said in her profile, such as, "You mentioned you really
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like movies. What are some of your favorites?" Don't send her the same email you sent to 20
other women. It doesn't make her feel special.
2. You contacted her just because she looks hot. How many times have you skimmed a profile
quickly and then contacted her right away because she is cute-looking in her photo? And then she
doesn't respond. If you go back and reread her profile in depth, there will be things you missed
which give you the clues as to why she didn't contact you. Maybe you missed that she has three
dogs and your profile says you don't like pets.
3. You posted the wrong photo.
Guys, you need to start paying more attention to the photos you are choosing for your profiles.
Don't even think about posting a photo until you show it to a few women (a coworker, sister or
friend you trust) and get their reactions. What you think is a fine-looking picture may look like a
menacing mug shot to us. Also, a pet peeve for women is a photo where you've got your arm
around some other woman who was obviously cut out of the picture. Last, but not least, choose
pictures where you can see your face clearly.
4. She may think your email was too forward.
Make sure you are not asking her for a lot of personal information the first time you contact her.
You don't want to make her shy away from you even though you are just trying to get to know
her. Avoid asking things like her place of work, specifics about where she lives or details about
her children. Also, don't suggest meeting in person in the first email.
5. You focus on past breakups in your profile.
When women read your profile, they want to learn about you, not your exes. If you are including
too much detail about bad past relationships in your profile, you may end up sounding bitter and
jaded, which is a turnoff. As you get to know a woman online over time, then you can get into
both of your relationship histories. It's not something for your profile.
6. You aren't her type. Even though you think your profile and her profile could walk off into a
romantic sunset together, she may feel that you are not her type. I know it's hard to do, but
gentlemen, try not to take this personally. The process of online dating is sorting through a
variety of profiles to find the ones that are best suited to you. If she doesn't think you will be a
good fit, then you probably won't be and she's saving you a lot of time and effort.
7. She doesn't get what a catch you are! You want someone who understands all the things you
have to offer and is excited to respond to you. Instead of focusing on all the women who aren't
contacting you back, pay attention to the thousands of women with profiles online who are just
waiting to hear from you!
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Five interesting ways to get her phone number
Articles > Level 1
For some reason or other, most men feel like there needs to be some special way to ask a woman
for her phone number.
As a dating coach, I get asked all the time by men all sorts of questions about the proper etiquette
and rules of asking for a woman’s phone number.
Here are some typical ones:
* How long must you talk to a woman before you can ask for her phone number?
* Are there certain places where you should ask a woman for her number?
* Are there places you can’t (or shouldn’t) ask a woman for her phone number?
* Can you ask a woman for her phone number when her friends are there?
The answers to all these questions are not nearly as important as why men ask them. Men don’t
ask women for their phone number not because they are concerned that they are committing some
breach of dating etiquette, but because they are afraid of getting rejected.
The truth is that the answer to all of the above questions is the same:
There is no perfect time or place to ask a woman for her phone number.
There are, however, great ways to do it. Here are five tips to help you feel comfortable and be
most successful when you ask a woman for her phone number:
1. Never ask a woman you’ve just met for her phone number if you have done all of the talking
but none of the listening. Why would a woman want to go out with you, when all you’ve done is
talk at her instead of asking her questions and trying to find out about her. Who wants to go out
with “the chronic talker?”
Conversation is a 50/50 deal. So, never just walk over to a woman, talk at her for two minutes,
and then demand a phone number from her. You will likely not be pleased with her response.
2. When you are deciding whether to ask a woman for her phone number, it doesn’t matter for
how long you’ve been talking to her. All that matters is how well you connected with her during
that conversation.
When I meet a woman to whom I’m attracted – no matter whether I’m in a video store, the
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supermarket or a coffee shop – I am always finding out about her during our conversation. Just
because a woman is pretty, doesn’t mean I want to go out with her. I have to find out about her.
In order for me to be interested, I have to find her interesting and intriguing. This may only take a
minute or two.
If I like the way the conversation is going in those first few minutes, I’ll say to her “Look, I’ve
got to run but I’d like to carry this conversation over to another day. Give me your number and
I’ll give you a call.” If you are responding to what each other is saying, and you’re both enjoying
the conversation, then you should ask her out.
3. If a woman is with a group of friends, then the way to ask her for her phone number is to talk
to all her friends. Don’t just walk over and start talking to the one in whom you’re interested.
Talk to all of them.
If you show her that you are a friendly guy, and you get her friends to like you, then after you
leave her friends will be speaking positively about you. You want her friends talking about you.
It’s like having your own personal fan club.
Most guys make the mistake of only talking to the woman in whom he’s interested. When you do
this, then you get the opposite reaction from her friends after you leave. What will happen is that
after you leave, her friends are going to be saying: “Why would you go out with him? He’s so
rude!” This is why you want to get her friends to like you.
What you do after you have entertained all of them and had good conversations with everyone, is
you pull the woman you’re interested in aside by saying “C’mere one second. I’ve got to ask you
something.” After you’ve pulled her away from her friends, then ask her out and get her phone
number. After you leave, she’ll run back to her friends feeling really great that you chose her over
all her other friends.
4. Respect a woman’s time. Let’s say you spot a woman in a bar who is with her friends. You
wait until she goes alone to the bar to make your move, and you end up having a great
conversation with her while you’re standing at the bar.
What I suggest in this situation is that you don’t monopolize her time. She is out to have a good
time with her friends – acknowledge that. After you have chatted with her for a few minutes, and
you have established that the two of you get along well, tell her “I don’t want to keep you from
your friends. Why don’t you give me your number and we’ll get together another time.”
By doing this, you distinguish yourself from every other guy in the bar. Most guys would
monopolize her time, thinking that they need to talk to her for some minimum amount of time
before they can ask her for her number. Not true – be different by being respectful of her time
and she will want to give you her number. This actually segues really well into number 5.
5. A woman will not only want to give you her phone number, but will also look forward to your
call, if you make her want more of you. This is accomplished with two extremely powerful
techniques I call “giving your best two minutes” and “using the power of the walk away.” Use
these and you will always leave a woman wanting more.
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Have you ever had a connection with a woman that was great for the first few minutes . . . then
you sabotaged the conversation because you started to over think the situation and got nervous? If
you meet a woman you’re attracted to and are having a great conversation with her – no matter
where you are – it is ALWAYS better to excuse yourself while the conversation is good so you
leave her wanting more.
Think about how you feel when you’re talking to someone who is really intriguing and they have
to leave. When they walk away from you, you want more (not less) of them. This is what I call
the power of walking away. Keep her thinking and wondering about you, and she’ll be looking
forward to your phone call.
You can ask a woman out and ask for her phone number within 30 seconds, two minutes or ten
minutes of meeting her. It doesn’t matter. It’s not about the amount of time you’ve spent with her
. . . it’s about how well you listen to her and how great the conversation is going.
So the next time you’re wondering if you should ask a woman for her phone number, my advice
to you is this:
Go for it!
It’s better to ask a woman out and find out whether she’s interested, than to waste valuable time
over the next few days wondering what could have been.

How to show her you are interested
Articles > Level 1
So you are having a good conversation with a woman. How do you escalate the energy a little bit
and let her know that you are interested in her? And how do you do this without taking to long
and seeming needy and supplicating?
It’s all about the delivery. You have to ask from a position of self-respect and authority. “Hey, I
really want to see you again? Can we talk?” – this doesn’t come across powerfully – and it’s
never going to happen. Instead: “Hey, you know what? I want to see you again. Let’s meet up…”
and give her some dates – it is all in the delivery.
It could be the worst line in the world – “Oh, I really love you right now!” – you could even say
that, and if you come from a genuine, self-respecting position of authority, it will work. She can
see that you want her, but you don’t really need her – you chose her. Out of all the girls that you
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know, she is the one right now that you care about.
It’s all about the delivery – and they know it too! You can see when I walk over to a woman, I
walk directly to her without hesitating – needy guys hesitate all of the time, because they are
nervous. They walk over very tenuously – and their body language is screaming “I am terrified to
approach you” and “I need you more than you need me” and “I hope you like me!”
When I walk over to a woman, I don’t hesitate. It’s an instantaneous thing: I look at a woman, I
see what she is doing, I trigger off in my brain “oh what can I talk to her about? Oh, she’s got a
dog – I’ll go and talk to her dog,”
Remember - when you talk to a woman with her dog, you don’t just go and say, “nice dog,” you
get down on the ground and you say, “oh your dog is so cute, what’s your dog’s name?” with
authority, and you play with the dog.
Then you look up at her, which is a very subliminally sexy thing – it’s almost like you’re on your
hands and knees asking her to get married and you don’t even know her yet – it’s a very romantic
thing. You look up and you look directly into her eyes – a strong, un-needy man will look
directly into her eyes and claim her.
So you look at her and say, “what is your dog’s name?” She says, “her name is Fifi.”
Immediately you come back strongly, “what made you name your dog Fifi?” – fast with your
responses. Your tone of voice should be very strong and powerful. She answers, “oh, because I
thought it was a cute name,” and you can talk about what a crazy name that is, and thank god that
you’re not named Fifi, and so on.
Keep it going, and everything is done WITHOUT THINKING – that’s the whole key here.
Needy guys don’t listen. Powerful men listen to everything because they know that information is
key. If you’re needy, you’re not listening. One of the key indicators that a guy is needy is that he
is not listening to what a woman is saying – he’s thinking about how he can ask her out and get
her to like him.
Think for a second here – the next time you are with a woman, listen to EVERY WORD SHE
SAYS – hang on every word, challenge her and use the voice tone of strength. It’s all in the
power of your voice.
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How to grab a woman`s attention online
Articles > Level 1
*By "profile", i mean myspace, hi5 etc*
In all my years of coaching men how to succeed in online dating, the one thing that always
amazes me is the amount of men who still cut and paste a canned opener and send it to a woman.
Guys: Women know when you cut and paste an email to make initial contact. It shows that you
did not read her profile. The first thing she thinks is that you're lazy and not very clever. Most
men who use the shotgun approach don't receive responses.
So what is a guy to do to succeed in the competitive world of online dating? Here are three steps
to take:
1. Spruce up your profile
You need to be different and clever, just like when you approach a woman in a bar or market.
What works offline is going to work online. It really is all about having fun. To make your profile
rock, instead of saying "I love to travel," share a story about one of the places you have traveled
to. For example: "I love the Italian coast, and when I was in Positano I had the best limoncello in
the world. When we speak, ask me about the view."
2. Select 10-15 women to email per week
Now that you have spruced up your profile, how do you get her attention and distinguish yourself
from all the other guys online? This is the easy part, but it will take some work. Instead of
burning through 100 profiles and sending out a shotgun mass email, pick 10 to 15 women at the
beginning of the week who you want to get to know. If you do it right, you will get a good
response rate and have a few dates that week.
Now comes the work. You need to read through their profiles and find the fun tidbits. The correct
online opener is no different than the perfect bar, party or supermarket opener.
Women like a man who is bold and challenges her mind. You are also getting to the point and
creating intrigue. She will wonder what you are all about.
3. Stick with one dating site
This is by far the best advice. Stop jumping from site to site every two weeks thinking that you
are going to get different results. You need to realize that women will check you out and read
your profile, but it may take a few emails to get them to respond. They may be dating someone
else the first time you contact them, or they may be intrigued but too busy, or maybe you're
getting them on a bad day. I always tell my clients that it's okay to lob another email a few weeks
later. But don't send the same one -- find something new to connect with her about.
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It's all about being persistent. I have found in all my years of advising people on the Internet that
the folks who stay on one site are the ones who get the great dates. You need to be patient -some weeks you will have a lot of responses, other weeks not much of anything. But if you use
the steps above, you will increase your odds every day.

How can i tell if she is attracted to me?
Articles > Level 1
There are six clues that a woman is attracted to you. Here there are:
1.Eye-Contact
If you really want to know if she is interested in you, you need to check out her eyes. They tell
the whole the story. It’s amazing that so many guys forget this, because deep down inside they all
know it.
When a woman is truly interested, her eyes will be focused completely on you. You’ll be able to
feel her attention. However, if she is not interested, her eyes will probably be scanning the room
and the scenery.
Imagine if Michael Jordan was about to explain his biggest basketball secret to a 12 year old fan.
How would the kid look at Jordan? Do you get the point?
Great eye contact will let you know if she likes you, and you’ll also want to look for dilated eyes,
because they are a natural indicator and she has no control over it.

2.Nervousness
If the woman you are with seems to be nervous, there’s a good chance she is really interested in
you.
Nervousness can come across in a variety of different ways, such as fidgeting, playing with her
hair, or even biting on her lower lip. While many guys believe that her nervousness is bad sign, it
can
actually be a “secret revealer” that exposes her interest level. Whenever people finds themselves
in situations where they don’t want to screw up, there is a natural tendency to get nervous.
Nervousness is simply the emotional response associated with not knowing what to do + a fear of
experiencing an undesirable outcome. For example, a woman may get nervous during a
conversation with a new guy, because she doesn’t want to ruin her chances of getting the guy to
ask for her phone number.
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3.Opening up
If a woman starts to open up to you during the conversation, it’s a huge indicator that she could
be interested.
After your first conversations go beyond the weather and other general topics, you’ll want to pay
attention to “self-revealing” talk. If she begins to talk a bit about herself, particularly what type of
woman she is, you’ll know that she is subtly trying to make herself more desirable in your eyes.
The next question becomes:
Why is she trying to make herself desirable to me? The answer is pretty obvious. People are
incredibly predictable.
For example, if you were approached by a woman who was repulsive, ugly and fat, are you going
to care about what she thinks about you? I’m assuming that you believe in being effective. People
predictably
desire to be effective at things.

4.Mirroring
Mirroring is another way that you can find out if a woman is interested in you. Usually, when a
woman is interested in a man, she will subconsciously mimic the way he is standing or sitting, or
mimic other
body language as well.
If you see a woman that is mirroring your posture and your gestures, this is an instant clue that
this woman is interested in you.

5.Smiles and Laughter
A woman that smiles at you and laughs with you is probably very interested in you and what you
are saying, as well. Whether she shyly smiles as you are talking or she’s giggling at everything
you are saying, this is a great way to tell that she is really interested.
If she never cracks a smile and looks unhappy and bored, she probably wants you to get lost.
6.Physical Contact
One way that you can quickly tell if a woman is interested in you is if she points to you with any
part of her body.
If her face, or her shoulder, or even her leg is pointing to you, this is probably a good sign she is
into you. If her body is pointing away from you, you’d better move on, because this woman can’t
wait to get
away.
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If you can remember these 7 things, you’ll know without a doubt whether she likes you. Also I
have no book to offer you. I have friends that continue begged me to write a dating guide because
what I teach is
totally different.

Girls and Money
Articles > Level 1
As you probably know, money make the world go round. It has been so for a very long time and
it is not going to change. Money make almost every material thing we possess. If you didn`t have
money, you wouldn`t be reading this on your monitor, because the monitor costs money.
Everybody would like to have money, or at least 99% of the Earth`s population. This includes
women.
You might be thinking that not all women are materialist, and this is not as true as you might
think.
Even the most sensitive woman has some materialism inside her.
First of all, money count as a good first impression, and as I have said earlier, the first impression
is the most important part. There are only a few girls that do not like money. I`m not sure if these
few girls even exist anyways. If a woman sees a man with a fancy cell phone getting out of an
expensive car, 70% of the pick-up is complete for this guy.
This might seem as bad news for the ones not so fortunate to have lots of money. And it is. But
don`t despair, as you can look rich without being so. Just raise some money to buy some genuine
clothing, get a cool cell phone as a birthday present and you`re done. Don`t lie to the girl you`re
picking up by telling her that you are very rich, because it leads to disaster. Simply omit saying
your material status. The girl will not ask you almost for sure. She trusts what she sees.
This money thing with women is a biological thing, as they have this sense that their baby should
be taken good care of by their dads. Even if they don`t have a baby, this biological thing still
triggers. For more information about the biological explanation, watch 'Sex Sense' on Discovery
Channel. You can learn lots of interesting stuff from there.
The best way to show that you have cash is to show up with your fancy car. The care shows the
owner`s material status. If you have a shitty car, don`t be very proud with it. It`s better to show
up without a car than with a shitty one, as there are lots of rich guys who simply don`t like cars.
And remember, if you don`t have money omit telling this to the woman you`re picking up. Do
not lie to her, just omit. If she asks, tell it in a positive light, although women rarely ask this.
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Girls and Music
Articles > Level 1
A good thing to talk about on this website is music.
Everyone likes music, including girls. They tend to be very selective when it comes to music, so
music can be a factor of choosing their boyfriends.
They usually tend to search for men that share their musical tastes. That is why it would be easier
for you to pick-up a girl that has the same tastes in music as you do. You could use this thing that
you have in common to invite her at a concert or something like this.
If you can play an instrument good enough, be sure it will impress. Women melt for men with
musical capabilities. I can guarrantee you this. If you can sing, then sing. If you can play an
instrument, go ahead! This is where the serenade has its basis. But do not get me wrong, don`t go
now and start singing or playing your instrument in front of her like an idiot.
If you can play the guitar, when with a group of friends on a beach, or at a picnic, you could
bring it and play it. You`ll be amazed how magical music is in your relationship with women.
Another thing i must say here, which is very important: Don`t you ever think that Barry Whitekind-of music works! He has a wild boar`s voice which will scare the woman away. Keep this in
mind, and don`t let yourself fooled by people selling his cds and telling you that Barry White
leads the way to a woman`s bed. Wrong, wrong, wrong!

Girls and Animals
Articles > Level 1
Women usually appreciate men that can take care not only of themselves, but also that take care
of someone/something else. Women like to feel that they can be taken care of (I know what
you`re thinking), so they seek men who can do just that. And how do they know which men are
suitable?
They look into the mens` lives, and see who`s in there and who`s taking care of who.
Men that take care of one or more animals has a great advantage. Now, please try to understand
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that women might not be attracted that much to men that take care of fish or a small parrot. They
are too easy to take care of. But the situation changes when there`s a dog that`s being taken care
of.
You probably saw lots of couples forming in the park, when someone with a dog starts talking
with great success to a gorgeous woman. It`s a great first impression. In fact, picking up women
in parks while walking your dog is one of the most recommended places for this kind of things.
In short words, buy a dog and walk him in the park. Great opportunities will show up. But take
care of this dog, if he is infested with flies, the first impression in front of a woman is horrible,
almost the same as you being dirty.
I gave the dog as a leading example, but this doesn`t mean that you cannot get another pet.
Although I really don`t know what other pet you could use in this purpose. Cats? You can`t walk
them in the park. Parrots? Umm… Maybe a chimp. But I don`t know from where you could buy
one. If you have other ideas, use them, but spend some time thinking if they match your purpose.
Remember, adopting a pet comes with great responsibility, so don`t adopt one just to use it like a
toy. It gives you advantages with women, but it needs a lot of things, including owner love. Like
I said earlier, do not pretend to be something that you`re not and can`t be. So if you don`t like
animals, use other pick up tactics.

How to end your fear of approaching women
Articles > Level 1
What exactly is it that keep most men including YOU from walking over to that beautiful woman
in a mall, at a bar or coffee shop and introduce yourself?
Okay bad idea.
You should NEVER "introduce" yourself. This may have worked 50 years ago but today ... forget
it!
But why do men get nervous when they want to meet and chat up a woman? Why do you think
you get that shitty feeling in your stomach that wants to tell you "Don't do it! Don't approach
her!"
Let's have a look...
You see, everybody blames your lack of confidence as the main reason why you have a fear of
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approaching women. This isn't entirely true.
The main reason why you can't just walk up to any woman and strike up a conversation is
because you don't know what is going to happen! This is exactly why people get scared or
nervous in any area of life. The unknown scares the hell out of us.
So...the first step to conquering your fear of approaching women is to understand why most guys
get scared and hesitate in the first place (and no, it's not because you just aren't confident
enough).
First and foremost, most men are scared of approaching women because of the possibility of a
painful rejection. They don't want to get shot down or denied by a woman because it's just bad for
someone's ego. So they play it safe, check her out from head to toe from a distance and never do
anything about it.
Does that get you anywhere? Unfortunately NO!
The second reason that keeps you from chatting up women is simply that you don't know how
she will react. If you have never talked to a woman in your life, then just like anything that is new
and not familiar to you, you'll get nervous. Or you may have even tried a couple of times to
approach women here and there but had bad results.
Yes, women can be bitchy if you don't know how to handle them. You probably made a fool out
of yourself once and now you don't want it to happen again. But let me tell you that you are not
alone. We are all in the same freaking boat!
But if you don't do anything about this, then life will just pass you by...and you will regret it that
you haven't approached more women.
So what I'm going to do now is this: I want to assure you that even without a massive amount of
experience or confidence, you can approach and chat up ANY woman you would like to meet
successfully.
Do you know how I am going to do that?
I am going to GIVE you a killer line that will get a positive reaction from ANY woman, no
matter how beautiful she is. This will take away your fear because you have something in your
toolbox that is guaranteed to work.
I have tested it, and I can proudly say that in 9.5 out of 10 times a woman will get hooked!
Just walk over and say (without tapping her on the shoulder): "HEY! (wait until she turns around
and faces you) Listen ... I need a female opinion here. I've heard that women can only put on
mascara ... when their mouth is open. Is this true?"
BAM, you are in!
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All you have to do after that is be cheeky, tease her some more for about 3 minutes and you can
take her number. You see, the dating game really is much simpler than you think ... IF you know
how.

What do girls want from a boy?
Articles > Level 1
Like in the article "What do boys want from a girl?", here we can find the same categories of
women as the categories of men in the article mentioned: Some just want to get laid and have fun
for a single night.
Some others want a stable relationship, so that they don`t feel lonely. There are even some who
want a relationship to go into marriage.
And again, although these 3 situations seem very different, there are some things that almost all
women want from their man:
1.Faithfulness
She has all the rights to ask you to be faithful. Because of this, if you love your woman, don`t go
into stripclubs very often. But if you are with your woman just for fun, and you won`t mind very
much if your relationship breaks, you may take your chances.
PS: Watch out for the "Cheaters" crew!

2.Just like men, or even more, women do not want to feel neglected
This true for 99.9% of the women out there. So take this as an advice, do not let your girlfriend
feel neglected, she might seek attention elsewhere. But keep a limit in mind, do not push your
attention to her very much. You could learn a lot about this limit by watching "Good Luck,
Chuck!" . Believe me, you`ll enjoy it, it features Jessica Alba. And by the way, if you read all the
articles and keep in mind our advice, who knows, you might just end up with a fine girl like her.
3.A level of sensibility
Don`t kick cats or dogs in front of her, or anything else like this. Also, don`t fight for idiot
reasons when she might find out. These are considered by women to be immature acts, and the
men doing them immature, insensible bastards.
So, try to have a level of sensibility, but do not go too far. I mean don`t adopt every pet on the
street, tell your girl all your problems and seek for her advice or cry in front of her. That`s also
bad.
For now, these are the three things that 99.9% of all women want from their man. Knowing how
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to deal with their pleases is in your advantage, so print this page and study it. It`s not that large
anyway.

What do boys want from a girl?
Articles > Level 1
Well, this might depent on every guy out there. Some just want to get laid and have fun for a
single night.
Some others want a stable relationship, so that they don`t feel lonely. There are even some who
want a relationship to go into marriage.
Although these 3 situations might seem very different, there are some things that almost all men
want from their women:
1.They want to feel special, and never neglected
This is something normal, and it`s ok, as long as you don`t push it. You must know that you are
not the only person in her life. She also has friends, parents, granparents, siblings and so on.
2.They want sex sometimes, and the woman must want it too
This is WRONG. You must control the animal inside you. If the woman simply refuses to have
sex, don`t push it too hard. You will freak her out and never have a chance next time. If she says
no and she means it, and you are ok with it, you will grow in her eyes. Litterally.
3.They want some level of attractiveness in their woman
This is NORMAL. If you don`t find your girlfriend attractive, ditch her. Don`t just keep her
because she looks good when you are drunk...

4.They want the woman out of "guy stuff"
This is also normal for a man to want, but as i told earlier, don`t push it. Everyone of us wants to have a
nice time with the guys drinking a beer in front of a big screen TV watching the evening game. A woman
should understand this, and most of them do understand. But for them to understand this need of yours,
always respect a schedule, don`t drink until you drop the beans, and don`t bring any rude friend near
her. She might think that you are the same, and there`s trouble on the way.
In conclusion, do not throw your life away just for a girl unless she means more to you than everything
else in the world (even that Rolls Royce you ever desired). If your woman can`t understand your needs at
all, she`s rubbish. Not woman is perfect, you know!
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What kind of boys do they like?
Articles > Level 1
If you`re reading this, then I am pretty sure that sometime in the past you have asked yourself this
question. It`s only natural to ask yourself this. What kind of boys do they like? If you`re
expecting a short, 2-line explanation, stop expecting it. The expectances of a woman can`t
possibly be told within a single idea.
*I will not talk about good-looking / bad-looking in this article, because as i told in the article
named "Appearance", it is important to look good from mother nature, but if you don`t, you must
take care of yourself as much as you can. You never know a woman`s tastes of men.*
In this part you will learn that most of the times (if not all the times) it`s very important to think
like the one you try to pick up. But I am not telling you here to think like a woman, at least not
100%. Simply try to understand what she thinks, try to discover the complicated character she
has.
Think twice before telling something, don`t think afterwards how to solve the situation you got
yourself into. These things make you "that kind of boy" that women want.
I am going to explain you some rules, that if you keep, you will grow your respect with women.
There is never too late to start following them. Something very important, that all of you should
know and respect: if you are not something, do not turn into that something overnight, because
you will definitely not succeed . This will result, in the eyes of a woman, that you have no
character that is truly yours.
The first rule is not to pretend to be something that you`re not and you can`t be. And I say it this
way, because this rule has its exceptions, more or so. I mean that you may try to change your
character if it`s a bad one.
Changing your character is good, if it`s a must. But change it like you should, don`t pretend to
have changed it overnight and act foolish the next day. You should read this a of times to
understand better this first rule, because it`s not as easy as it sounds.
Now let`s talk a bit about the nice-bad thing. If you are a nice-guy kind-of person, then I am sure
you have lots of unsuccessful stories to talk about. Don`t deny it. I can imagine yourself being as
cute and polite as possible, the woman seems impressed, you are very pleased with yourself, but
when you throw the dice and ask her out you have a shock. And you just ask yourself how can
this happen, because it has absolutely no sense. In fact, it has lots of sense. I am going to tell you
this part as brief as I can, because you need to learn this by heart and long text is no good in this
case. All women don`t like to get bored. Not that guys like
it, but let`s keep the discussion on track. As they don`t like getting bored, it`s only logical that
they seek for men that can magically make boredom disappear. And I tell you, a nice-guy will
never make the boredom go away. Being polite all the time and helping the woman every single
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time is simply very, very boring. As simple as that. This is why nice-guys get rejected 99% of the
time. Now, you will probably think that you should go bad. Well, go bad, but not totally.
Don`t go rude, because you will fall on the other side. Being bad or nice is like walking on a line
500 feet suspended the air (left is being nice, right is being extremely bad): if you bank too much
to the left, you will fall, but also if you bank too much to the right you will fall. The idea is to
maintain steadily, between the two sides, on your feet onto the suspended line, a bit to the right.
This means equilibrium, this means perfection in dating. Bad boys will keep the women busy, not
allowing them to get bored. Good guys keep the limits . This combination is exactly what women
seek.
If a woman dates a bad boy, she will also feel more important, because the bad boy has influence,
receives more respect. Bad boys have lots of friends, do crazy stuff that women are eager to get
into. She will be herself, not trying to fake just to protect her boyfriend`s feelings. Allowing her
to be herself is very important. On the other side, what does the nice guy have that will make the
woman feel good? Generosity and the fact that the good guy is a gentleman.
The second rule is the following:
Be a balanced man, but build your character this way, don`t just pretend being balanced. Perhaps
it sounds that it contradicts the first, but analyze the situation to see that there are two different
things I'm talking about.
Combining politeness with being a bad boy is a real art. The art that leads the way to perfect
dating. This should be what you`re aiming at, combining politeness with being a bad boy.
Remember that : Combine politeness with being bad boy.
Now you might be asking yourself: what about nerds? Well, a large percentage of nerds enter the
category of nice guys. That`s not quite good.
In fact, there are only two main categories, the nice guys and the bad boys . All the others are part
of one of these two.
I am going to tell you a true story, that happened to me while at high school. Me , together with
another guy and one girl, went after classes at a local pub.
The other guy was one of the most polite teens I have ever seen in my life. Despite this, he had
only unsuccessful stories to talk about. He liked the girl that accompanied us at the pub, in fact he
had a crush on her from the very first year at high school, that being three years ago. I only knew
her from a party
one week ago. *Nolan and this girl were in the same classroom, while I was in another one.
As we got to the entrance of the pub, Nolan (the nice guy) hurried like hell, attracting unwanted
attention from everybody around, to open the door at the entrance for this girl. I`m not telling you
it`s not good, but don`t hurry like an obsessed to attract attention. While inside, we were at a
table, and Nolan
went to the bartender to buy the drinks. He came back five minutes later with three drinks, he
said that he`s paying. I can`t say that I minded.
We started talking about life in general, parties going on, rumors. Then Nolan decided that it was
wise to talk about the test next week at Chemistry. He offered himself to help both of us with
learning what we had to learn. At that point, he felt very important, he was sure that he was going
to get this girl this time. But guess what, the next day we went again at the pub, but this time only
me and the girl for a more romantic atmosphere, leaving Nolan behind. I felt sorry for him ,of
course, but he had his way of seeing things, I had mine.
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Although he was trying with his nice guy methods for over three years, he did not succeed to get
past the friend-zone with the girl. I only knew her for 1 week and I managed to get what I
wanted. Why did this happen? Because Nolan was too much of a nice guy, a boring person with
nothing to offer, except for the homework,politeness and only positive stuff. I managed to
combine being a bad boy with being a good guy.
Take Nolan as a negative example, try to avoid being like him. It`s not good, not good at all.

HOW TO approach a woman
Articles > Level 2
What do you do when you see a woman you are attracted to? Do you run and hide? Do you use
some canned line that you read on the Internet? Do you stand there in fear trying to think of the
right thing to say? What is the right thing to do?
When approaching a woman, most guys make the mistake of thinking too much about what to
say. They believe there's one magic line that will work in all situations. They rehearse this magic
line, and when they deliver it, they hope the woman will become instantly attracted to them.
Unfortunately, rarely does this approach work -- because most of what you say is irrelevant. To
catch a woman's attention, it is all about the confidence you display when approaching her.
Here are 10 surefire ways to intrigue her every time:
1.Observe something
Make a comment about something you observe in the environment. This is especially effective at
the grocery store. For example, if she is ordering a turkey sandwich, ask her if the turkey is good
here.
Make your comment immediate to the situation and it will seem perfectly natural. No matter
where you are, there is always something interesting to comment on.
2.Smile
This shows her that you are friendly and confident. A genuine smile not only feels good to you,
but will put her at ease while creating openness in the interaction -- a requirement for building
rapport.
3.Do not hesitate
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If you hesitate in your approach, this tells her that you are not feeling confident -- an immediate
turn-off. When you see her, walk over to her within a short period of time (the three-second rule).
Show her you are a man who knows what he wants and goes after it.
4.Positive body language (also read "Body Language" article)
If you approach hunched over with your head down, you are sending negative information about
yourself, which makes you dead in the water before you begin. Stand up straight, with shoulders
back and chest out, and use a firm yet relaxed walk.
5.Not too fast
If you walk over too fast, you could likely trigger her internal alarm. A calm, casual approach is
usually the best way to make her feel at ease with you.
6.Keep eye-contact
Never be the first to break eye contact when you approach. If you do, this sends the message that
you are not feeling good about approaching. When you use strong eye contact, she will feel more
drawn to you. With practice, you can master this.
7.Listen up
Make sure you pay careful attention to what she says. Do not have your response pre-thought out.
Women love a man who pays attention to the details of what she says. If you start throwing out
random words, she will lose interest fast.
8.Do not fidget
Fidgeting after you approach is distracting and shows you are uncomfortable. If you
communicate that you are uncomfortable, she will feel uncomfortable, too, and will close up.
Practice being aware of your movements. Pay attention to those movements, or lack of
movements, that communicate comfort and confidence.
9.Lighten your tone of voice
The tone of your voice is a very powerful tool. Approaching her in a light and playful tone is one
of the best ways to start. You could also begin in a serious tone, accusing her of something like "
I hope you saved some turkey for me," followed by a quick smile to let her know you are joking.
Practice playing with your vocal tone with your friends -- notice the different reactions you get
when you say the exact same thing using varied tones and fluctuations.
10.Lean away from her
A man who leans in too far when he talks often makes a woman feel crowded. A better approach
is to lean away from her slightly. This lets her know that you respect her space, boundaries, and
are comfortable with yourself.
The key to making these tips work for you is putting them into practice! Practice these tips and
see the reaction you get. When you put them all together, you will be surprised at their power.
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HOW TO ask someone out: get the timing right
Articles > Level 2
When dating successfully, getting your timing right is one of the single most important factors.
Timing in respect to the best time to ask a girl out, with respect to what night to ask her out first
and even with respect to when in your lives you actually meet at all.
Looking back on my life so far I realize that when relationships didn't work out, it wasn't because
the girls I dated were wrong for me. Most often it was because we simply met at the wrong time
in our lives. To meet a great girl who wants to get married to you when you are aged 22 may just
be wrong timing. Meeting a fantastic lady when you are working abroad or on a short contract in
a different location may be bad timing and meeting someone who wants children when you are
not yet ready is again bad timing. It cannot be helped and often it is a sad truth in life. The people
we would have matured with best are often the ones we encountered just at the wrong moment in
time. One cannot go back and one cannot rekindle something lost in time, so we have to accept
that bad timing does happen with all of us.
The next time we face timing issues is when asking a girl out at just the wrong moment. We are
attracted to someone and take the initiative or opportunity, only to discover that she got married
three weeks earlier, or that she has just broken up with someone and is not yet ready for a new
relationship. Maybe there has been a family crisis and the girl you are interested in is not
predisposed for a romantic encounter. Three times in my life I have met great girls just as they (or
I) were relocating to a new city! On top of this if you add illness and many other factors, there are
plenty of opportunities for getting your timing wrong and invariably this is not your fault. Just a
fact of life.
If someone accepts your proposal of a date then you can control the timing somewhat better.
Your basic instinct is to go for a weekend because you won't need to go to work the following
day and so can stay out later. Often there are more social events to go to at a weekend and more
restaurants open and with better atmosphere. Clubs, bars and discos are all far more attractive at a
weekend and offer many more possibilities of dating. Yet this may be a good example of bad
timing.
When dating you may want to think about the attractiveness of a week night which can work to
your benefit. Weekends are often the only real free time people have got and many now plan their
weekends well in advance. I do not like being diarized but again it is a fact of life in the early
stages of dating. However a week next Saturday for a date takes away some of the glamour I
admit. Weekdays are fairly dull affairs in comparison and many are taken up with hobbies or
simply commuting. They are also far less formal than a weekend and a first date on a weeknight
can be seen as far more relaxed and informal.
Also, week nights are not late night affairs and an unsuccessful date can be gently brought to an
end. So dinner after work may be a good thing after all. Also bear in mind that week nights can
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be dull and so a sparkling evening with you will do you and them no harm at all. In fact you are
not competing with some other glamorous event the girl could have attended instead of being
with you, so you are far less likely to face that troublesome contrast. Dating midweek also opens
up the possibilities of more dates in a shorter amount of time and successful dates can quickly
become longer prolonged weekend dates shortly afterwards.
You can do a great deal to help yourself with disappointment when a girl says no to you. Be
flexible in your arrangements. Always offer a girl a choice of dates and locations and understand
when she has reasons for doing other things. All too often when someone says no you
automatically assume you are being given an excuse and that the truth lies elsewhere. You
assume too much. Let her know that you are interested in her and that when things are better for
her in her diary , that you can make some arrangements. Always stress that you are busy too and
this will add to your overall appeal. Remember that you too must never be too available
otherwise it comes across that you are uninteresting, or even worse, desperate. We have all heard
the fabled excuse "I can't, I'm washing my hair tonight." That could be true.
On the other hand, lame excuses are just that, lame. They are mean to warn you off and
persistence may be a good trait but it doesn't often win the girl. Interest factor is at play there and
when a woman makes to many lame excuses it shows her interest factor is low. If she was very
interested, believe me she will move heaven and earth to meet you. Therefore it is essential that
you get your timing right and ask a girl out when there is the greatest chance she will say yes.
That does not mean you should prey on her when she is at her lowest ebb. When a girl says no
and means it, you will know it. Coming on to her after that and you become a menace so simply
move in. It is a numbers game my friend.
If you are in a nightclub, timing again plays its part. Asking a girl to dance when she has just met
up with a huge group of friends will receive a negative response even if she likes the look of you.
On the other hand, intercepting her at the bar whilst her friend is in the bathroom may well prove
perfect. Try reading the signals of the situation in a positive way. Asking a girl to dance at 1am as
the club is about to play the last song will usually get you nowhere unless both she and you are
desperate. And what basis is that or successful dating?
So, whilst being flexible and semi available, know your subject in advance and work out when
she is most likely to be available if possible. If your timing is right, you could easily get lots of
positive responses that will lead on to something more special. Not taking timing into account
can have the opposite and most disheartening effect.
* Understand when a woman has good reason to say no
* Be flexible and offer an alternative when asking - are you free Thursday or Friday?
* Don't fight her excuses if she says no -move on
* Always sound busy yourself
* Accept that some people you will meet at the wrong time
* Choose a weeknight for the first date
* Chhose the right moment to apprach a date in a bar of nightclub
* Never be scared of asking. The more you ask the more confident you will be
* Try not to ask her out in the middle of a big group, choose your moment carefully for
maximum effect
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* Don't get annoyed if she says no. Smile!
* Try and know as much about your date's circumstances in advance only if she is known to you
already
* Work out the best moments to ask someone out
* Don't ask her out when she is clearly busy or stressed or unhappy or not well

HOW TO make better romantic choices
Articles > Level 2
If you spend a lot of time wondering if you'll ever find that special relationship, stop. Instead,
think about the millions of married people who wake up each day wishing they had made a
different choice. Difficult as it may be, your longing beats their regret, especially if you use your
time alone productively.
According to a recent survey, nearly 15 percent of Americans say their biggest regret in life
involves a love relationship. Of those, more than half say they would choose a different mate or
dump a former love sooner if they could change their past. More than a third of those who would
have chosen a different mate are married, and half have children living at home.
The statistics are startling and point to bad romantic decision making on the part of both men and
women. The reasons have become cliche: settling for the wrong person just because it's the right
time; hoping to change someone into what you want them to be; not having the foresight to
choose someone who can grow alongside you; believing that some magical, transformational
person is waiting around the corner to whisk you to your exciting new life. The list is endless and
at its core is the need to find someone -- anyone -- to be with, at least until someone better comes
along.
Work on yourself
If you're alone right now, there's a healthier way of thinking that will better prepare you to make
fulfilling romantic choices. It involves working on yourself and letting the rest take care of itself.
It's based on four key principles:
Confront your fear of being alone. Do whatever it takes -- talk to friends, exercise, read self-help
books, go to therapy, do volunteer work -- to know it's okay to be alone. Live your life doing the
things you love and you'll find compatible love interests while you're doing those things. Forget
"you complete me."
It's
a tear-jerking movie line that has no practical application in life. Besides, who do you want to be
with -- half a person or someone with whom you share in common a sense of self-fulfillment and
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connection?
Believe you are the prize. Live as if a great relationship is coming your way and it will find you.
Quality people are attracted to confidence, not neediness.
Improve your dumping skills. Do an inventory and get rid of all the negative influences in your
life. Tops on your dumping list should be toxic friends. It's good practice for future dating so you
don't waste time with people who aren't good for you.
Look at reality and not fantasy. Especially on a first date,listen carefully to what the other side of
the table is saying. People are less defended on first dates because they're not sure yet what the
other person is looking for and there's less at stake emotionally. Whether it's the first or fifth date,
in their words and actions, the people you're with tell you exactly who they are all the time. All
you have to do is watch, listen and accept what's being presented to you.
Next steps
If you've mastered these principles and are looking for a relationship, there are two ways to go:
date a lot of people or wait for someone you think could be "the one." It can be painful, but
frequent dating is your best choice for a host of reasons. Being out there keeps your skills sharp
and helps you develop a more discerning eye toward who's right for you. It may also test and
expand your concepts of who is right for you. Waiting around simply diminishes your
opportunities and dulls your charm.
At the end of the day, finding the right relationship is all about you. The better you know and
believe in yourself, the better prepared you will be to make smart choices in love and never settle.

How to get your ex back
Articles > Level 2
Dude I have a question, hope you could help me out here. I recently bumped into one of my old
flames was like 3 weeks ago and she's looks smoking HOT now!!
We talked and catch up on the past and dear god I think I'm falling for her again!! I'm thinking of
getting back together with her again, any idea how I can do this??
Your advice will be greatly appreciated!
>>> My Comments
Aaah common question. Well admittedly this is not my area of 'expertise' bro but I do know of a
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resource that's out there right now I'm sure would help.
I've seen it, and I must say the info there is DETAILED AS HELL!
It's much more comprehensive and I've been getting quite a lot of favorable reviews from guys
who have used it with some pretty amazing success stories!
Well, if you're serious in getting your ex gf back, you DEFINITELY MUST get it, it's step-bystep stuff and basically covers EVERYTHING you need to know about getting her back...
It's written by Mia Summers who's a full-time expert in this topic.
This is your personal download link to get it. Click here.
Ok, let me ramble a bit on what Mia's thought over this ...
Mia pointed out 3 principles of successful dating and relationships.
Do you break any of the principles when your ex girl friend breaks up with you ?
Let's revisit...
Dating Principle #1:
"Men and women are different."
A hugely simple statement – duh – but sooo profound. You can’t treat women like men. You
can’t assume that women think like you. You can’t even talk to women like you talk to guys. If
you’re going to make any connection at all with a woman, you need to understand how she’s
different from you. You need to understand gender differences to be able to attract and keep the
opposite sex.
Dating Principle #2:
"Women are attracted to men because they’re men."
Again, this is obvious, right? But I want you to think about it more deeply. Have you ever felt
guilty about doing guy stuff? Have you ever tried to tone yourself down so that you wouldn’t
offend someone? Have you ever tried to be what you thought a girl wanted – like her best friend
– just to get closer to her?
Guys emasculate themselves because they think that’s what women want. But what woman really
wants a SNAG? Sensitive guys get put in the Friends Zone!
Most of us have never really learned how to be MEN because our society doesn’t have any clear
demarcation or rituals to mark the passage from boyhood to manhood.
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But if you’re going to attract women, you’ve got to be clear about what makes you a man.
You’ve got to stop apologizing for yourself. You’ve stop putting your head in the sand and letting
the advertising media tell you what makes you attractive.
You can’t "buy" what it takes to be a man. You’ve got to EARN it.
Without it, trying to attract women is going to be like trying to hunt elephants with a BB gun.
Dating Principle #3:
"Dating and relationships are about growth and learning, NOT winning and losing."
Yeah, I’m getting all life-coachy on you here, but this principle comes from Mia and it’s TRUE.
The MINUTE you start thinking of dating in win-lose terms, you basically set yourself up for
failure. Any time a situation doesn’t work out, you’re going to see it as a rejection, and you’re
going to beat up on yourself, which is going to make you even LESS attractive to women.
Look, you know this, I know this: guys are more attractive to babes when they DON’T GIVE A
DAMN.
Why else would women think Rhett Butler was so hot? Come on!
And the best way to stop giving a damn is to stop seeing it as a competition and start seeing it as
a learning experience. GROW from every encounter you have with a woman. Don’t let ANY
experience go by without learning something from it.
You’ll become IMMUNE from rejection and EXUDE confidence if you can master this attitude.

Creative Dating Ideas
Articles > Level 2
If you want to inject a little romance or spontaneity into a date, without breaking the bank, try
following some of these ideas. You might just surprise yourself – and your partner!
1. Hike to the top of a mountain for a picnic.
2. Take a rowboat out on a lake at sunset.
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3. Go up to the top of a building in a large city and take in the view.
4. Dress for a formal party, and then walk down the streets singing love songs.
5. Find a dark, romantic bistro with great coffees and desserts, or an independent book store that
encourages browsing.
6. Find a rarely-used corner deep in the stacks of your library. Blow the dust off some musty old
volume and read it aloud together. Steal a few hot kisses.
7. Pretend you've just won the lottery. "Shop" for your dream furnishings in elegant craft
galleries, jewellery stores, and similar shops.
8. Test drive a sports car together.
9. Visit a specialty food factory such as a chocolate factory.
10. Browse a ritzy museum, gift shop or art gallery.
11. Drive along the outer borders of your city or county, exploring new neighbourhoods and
villages where you've never been.
12. Ride a city's entire public rail transit system, going out on remote branch lines, just for the
heck of it.
13. Spend the whole evening dressed and acting as characters from a play, movie, or book that
you both enjoyed.
14. Speak only gibberish and let your thoughts be understood from your emotions, gestures, and
tone.
15. Explore a wild and scenic place you've always wanted to check out.
16. Walk around celebrity neighbourhoods, looking for glimpses of the rich and famous.
17. Do something completely out of character--something you ordinarily wouldn't be caught dead
even thinking about.
18. Go explore a local flea market one Saturday.
19. Get a guide book for your city. See you area through the eyes of tourists. You will be amazed
at all the attractions that are hidden nearby.
20. Star gazing - Get a book on constellations and watch the stars. This can be especially fun
during a meteor shower.
Ideas for Guys:
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1. There's nothing like a good picnic. You can't argue with a classic.
2. Go to see the planes take off. This may be a little difficult, but sometimes there are little nooks
and crannies by the highways and roads off of the runways. You can lie down on top of the hood
of the car or lay a blanket on the ground and watch as the planes fly right over your head.
3. Plan a romantic evening with chocolate covered strawberries and slow music. Find some of her
favourite songs and compile them onto one cassette and play them while you feed her
strawberries.
Seasonal Ideas:
Winter Ideas
1. Make a lunch or dinner of hot soup and rolls together and set the table with candles. Play your
favourite music.
2. Have an indoor picnic -- lay out a blanket and bring a picnic basket -- just have it on your
living room floor!
3. Build a fire and roast marshmallows. If you don't have a fireplace, build a small safe campfire
outside. Be sure to put it out completely when you're done and before leaving the area.
4. Build a snow fort together.
5. Surprise your date with "Summer in a Bag!" Get creative: Gather together 2 pairs of
sunglasses, coconut suntan oil (for the smell of summer), Put on a Beach Boys CD, blow up a
beach ball to toss and pretend it's hot out. It's silly, but it can take the edge out of the winter blues.
6. Make a snowman and snowwoman.
7. Go ice skating.
8. Make angels in the snow.
9. Bundle up and go someplace to watch the sun set over a silhouette of bare trees. As the sun
goes down, watch them appear black and strikingly beautiful against the sky.
10. Go to a cappuccino bar, drink decaf and get to know one another.
11. Go sleigh riding.
12. Go for a walk in the snow and catch snow flakes on your tongue.
13. End a winter walk with hot chocolate and mini marshmallows.
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14. Go to an arcade.
15. Rent a movie and pop some corn.
16. Rent and watch the video "It's a Wonderful Life!"
17. Assemble a really challenging puzzle.
18. Play board games.
19. Take a night-time walk to look at your neighbours holiday decorations and lights.
20. Go skiing -- downhill or cross-country.
Spring Ideas
1. Go wild-flower hunting. Pick your date a bouquet of wild-flowers. Put some in his/her hair.
2. Go for a walk in the park together.
3. Plant a window garden together.
4. Skip stones on a lake.
5. Have a picnic.
6. Go horseback riding.
7. Go on a hike.
8. Hire a professional guide and go rock climbing.
9. Go on a hot air balloon ride.
10. Go to the zoo to see the new baby animals that were born this spring.
11. Go for a walk in the rain (an umbrella is optional) and sing "Singing in the Rain!" really
loudly.
12. Rent a bicycle built for two.
13. Go to a comedy club.
14. Look in your local paper for free or inexpensive concerts, shows and fairs.
15. Go to a park and play on the swings.
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16. Play tennis.
Summer Ideas
1. Go to the top of a very tall building to watch the sun go down.
2. Jump through sprinklers together.
3. Go star gazing. Name a star for your date.
4. Lie on the grass and watch clouds. Use your imagination and talk about what you see in the
clouds.
5. Go to an amusement park, go on scary rides and eat cotton candy.
6. Go rafting or canoeing or tubing (using a truck inner tube).
7. Walk on the beach. Bury each other in the sand.
8. Visit a boardwalk or carnival and play games.
9. Get up really early and meet to watch the sun rise -- then go for breakfast at a diner.
10. Run in a 5 K race together.
11. Do a walk-a-thon (for some cause you care about) together.
12. Go fishing.
13. Write a message and tie it to a balloon (or send it off in a bottle). Ask whoever finds it to mail
you the message and tell you where they found it.
14. Get a group together and go camping.
15. Make home made ice-cream!
16. Watch a Little League game and cheer like you're watching the pros.
Fall Ideas
1. Decorate the house for Halloween or Thanksgiving.
2. Carve pumpkins.
3. Go apple picking and make an apple pie with the apples.
4. Go in-line skating.
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5. Make a scarecrow together.
6. Go bike riding.
7. Get a big old barrel, water, and apples and invite a group of friends to dunk for apples. Have a
camera available. There will be great shots!
8. Go to a flea market. Find the silliest thing for sale.
9. Go to a historic site. Try to talk like people from that period of time.
10. Go to a football game and cheer for the underdog, or for your home team.

FIRST DATE Preparation
Articles > Level 2
If you get yourself a first date—especially from someone you knew before—the first thing that
you should consider is how to make it so good that your date would want to see you on a second
date. However, it doesn't take too much stress to prepare about it. Remember that a date is all
about knowing the other person better and treating him or her with respect. Check out our list to
see what you should consider.
Choose the right outfit – Wearing provocative or inappropriate clothing risk making the wrong
impression. Although your date may be familiar to you, your revealing or flashy dress could
mean that you are trying too hard to impress him or her. Wear clothes that are appropriate to the
venue, and at the same time your date would be familiar with.
Do not wear too much perfume – Just because you still couldn't smell the perfume from your
body doesn't mean that you don't have enough of it. Apply the perfume on your pulse points such
as behind the ears and on the wrists, and you're ready to go.
Consider to meet at a public place – Even if you are dating someone you know, it is best to meet
him or her at a public place such as a park or a restaurant. A public place provides safety and
security.
Prepare a plan – If you are familiar with your date, you should have an idea of his or hers likes
and dislikes. Create a list of activities that you and your date would both love to do. Why reserve
a table at an expensive restaurant if you date prefers to have a picnic by the park? Also, don't
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forget about your date's eating habits and allergies, or previous injuries when considering a
physical activity such as football passing.
Men should still practice chivalry – We may be living in a new century, but men should still take
care of women. He should open doors for women, pull the chairs for her, and letting her order
first. When playing sports with your woman, make sure to be gentle—and also let her win.
Listen – Ask question and show (not pretend) that you are interested to what your date is saying.
The reason why you should not pretend to be listening because your date might end up talking
more about him or her rather than making it a stimulating conversation. Among those topics that
are great in date conversations are work, hobbies, books, music, movies, and sports. Do not talk
or ask about politics, religion, and especially former relationships.
Look at them in the eyes – Eye contact spells out your interest and attention towards your date.
Have fun – Remember that the date should be fun. Bring laughter into the conversation by
bringing out your sense of humor through jokes. Make every activity light and happy. However,
if you see that your date isn't laughing at your jokes, don't tell another one.

FIRST DATE Conversation tips
Articles > Level 2
Your first date with a woman can take a lot of time to overcome your shyness and get to know
each other. One way to break the awkward silence is to strike up a conversation with her.
However, what exactly should we talk about? Are there any topics that we are not supposed to
discuss with a prospective partner?
You don't need to be an expert conversationalist when following these tips. All you have to do is
to take note of the following and you will be just fine.
Avoid talking about her past – Never ask about past lovers on a first date. In fact, this should be
avoided until she initiates the topic herself. Remember that your lady date may have been hurt
from her previous relationship or may still be in love with her ex. At the same time, you also
prefer to start with a clean slate. That is why becoming chummy and comforting her about past
mistakes may not the be wisest strategy on the first date.
Discuss about siblings – A safe topic of conversation is asking about siblings (brothers and
sisters, just don't ask if her sisters are cute). Asking about her parents could backfire, especially if
they are divorced or separated when she was at a young age. Talking about her sisters and
brothers usually trigger good feelings and score player points for you since you are showing a
caring side and an interest in her family life.
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Ask about her travel experience – A tricky way to spark a girl's interest is by asking about her
past travel destinations and where she intends on visiting in the future. If she mentions a spot that
she always wanted to visit, consider offering her to take her there with you, provided that you
share insights about each other's cultural background and your openness to new adventures.
Talk about foods you like – If the date is taking place at a restaurant or bar, talking about the kind
of food and drinks each of you prefers. Not only can you gauge whether or not you share culinary
preferences, but the potential topics are endless and provide you with a safe topic of conversation.
Discuss about career plans – Asking a girl about her past education and whether she intend on
returning to school can be a double-edged sword. She may love to go on and on about her
numerous academic achievements, but at the same time she might break down and admit that her
current job has absolutely nothing to do with what she studied. Either way, you could just
reassure and encourage her with an abundance of compliments (not too much though).
Talk about her work – If both of you are ages away from college, then try talking about work and
career goals. Do not let her go into the mundane details about how fed up she is with her life.
However, people like to brag about their work, no matter how routine it is.
Ask about her friends – Even if you don't know them, she would gladly tell you about her circle
of friends, how much they mean to her and where she met them, as well as all of the things they
did together. Listen intently on this one, as you might get important details about her. If you
manage to meet her friends several dates afterwards (considering that the two of you are still an
item), they are usually the best source to unearth the skeletons in her closet.
Ask about her hobbies and interests – Is she into roller blading? Stamp collecting? Crossstitching? Dancing? How about sports? What kind of music does she like? These types of nonintrusive personal questions determine how much of a bond exist between the two of you.
Besides, this could gain you some insights to follow-up questions.

Talk about activities you could do together – This is a great topic if she is having a good time and
her body language is positive. Look ahead and talk about other things that you could do together
in the future. Of course, you don't want to go too far ahead and scare her off. However, if she is
enjoying herself, chances are that she would be
Keep talking – Ask her a lot of questions, but remember to listen to her answers and form new
questions around those. Don't forget to have your say as well.
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How to know if a woman is testing you
Articles > Level 2
How To Know When A Woman Is Testing You
Hey guys,
I want to share with you something that might irrevocably change how you interact with women
from this point forward. This is probably the most important newsletter I have written to date.
Not knowing what I'm about to share with you could lead to your erection going on life support.
Most men will end up on their deathbeds oblivious to the knowledge I am going to tell you,
preventing them from ever reaching their full potential with women.
As you reflect on what I'm about to tell you, it will become obvious to you why knowing these
secrets is crucial to succeeding with women. What might be less obvious is how these secrets will
also improve many other areas of your life.
Before I jump into the heart of the matter, I'm going to lay the groundwork by telling you about a
man who recently sought my advice. His problem was that women usually lost interest in him,
despite his good looks, money, and intelligence. Many of these women started off feeling tons of
attraction towards him but then, out of nowhere, as if hypnotized, became repulsed by him.
I dug deeper, asking him to break down exactly what happened with these women. What I
discovered, in a nutshell, was that every time one of these women acted moody or got upset, he
interpreted it as them signaling him to fill some sort of "emotional" need in them. Then, like a
good little worker bee, he'd try to fill their need by becoming their emotional punching bag. This,
alas, ensued in women acting listless and aloof, and feeling less than an iota of ATTRACTION
towards him.
What was going on? Why did catering to their every emotional whim make them less attracted to
him? This doesn't make any sense - or does it?
This guy's model of the world blinded him from seeing a big part of the picture - namely that
women test men all the time. This is their nature. They can't help it; it's how they're wired. Does
this make women deranged, malevolent creatures for testing us, men?
You're welcome to believe so. If you want, stop interacting with women all together. You could
always, courtesy of your kitchen microwave, get jiggy with a radiated banana peel. Let's not rule
out internet chat rooms, chock full of creeps posing as fourteen year old school girls. If you think
crusty old FBI agents make sexy cyber babes, go ahead. Eat your heart out. To each to their own.
For me, however, I like the real thing. I'm guessing you do to. Otherwise, you wouldn't be
reading this. Hating women or trying to live without them, I think we can both agree, are not
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viable solutions to dealing with the lurid truth: WOMEN TEST MEN.
A healthier attitude, instead, is to love and enjoy women for all their great qualities, while being
vigilant of and learning to deal with their tests. Know the nature of the beast, and learn to deal
with it.
So this begs the question: What is a test?
A test, put simply, is anytime a woman adversely judges you. All tests fall into one of the
following three categories.
Category # 1: Intentional Testing
Some women will do or say something as an attempt to bait men into reacting to them. The
purpose of this is to find out if a man has a strong reality and identity and to discover if he really
is a PRIZE to be won over (Hint: Women are ATTRACTED to men with a strong reality and
identity who are the PRIZE. The biggest part of being the PRIZE, believe it or not, is believing
that you are the PRIZE).
These Intentional Tests can range from women momentarily ignoring a man, to teasing him about
a flaw he has, to purposely making him jealous, to throwing violent temper tantrums…and so on.
Does it always mean that when a woman displays these behaviors, she is "Intentionally Testing"
you? Not at all. There are times when these behaviors are not "Intentional Tests." Oftentimes
though, especially when first meeting a guy, these behaviors are attempts to bait him into reacting
to her. So use your own discretion. If, however, you get that gut feeling that she's baiting you,
then my friend, you're probably right. In this case, don't drink the figurative hemlock! Don't slurp
down the proverbial Kool-aid! Don't, for the love of God, take the bait by reacting to her!
Reacting demonstrates your lack of conviction in yourself, your reality, and belief that you are
the PRIZE, killing any ATTRACTION that was there.
There is a specific kind of Intentional Testing where it is crucial for you to take the bait and then
give it back to her. This is something many guys neglect. In an upcoming product, I go into great
depth explaining when and how to do this. Perhaps I'll do a newsletter on it in the near future.

Category # 2: Unintentional Testing
Even if what a woman says and does are not "Intentional Tests," don't think your reactions to
them won't be judged by her - they will! Imagine, for example, a woman who has two conflicting
emotional needs within her: One, an insatiable desire to be validated for her beauty; the other, a
yearning for the emotional rush of chasing a man who is the PRIZE. Imagine, furthermore, that
she tries to bait you into validating her by saying, "Am I ugly?" If you validate her completely by
telling her how beautiful she is and how much you want her, before you have established yourself
as the PRIZE and gotten her chasing you, she'll be apt to emotionally judge you as the guy who
validates her beauty, not the guy she wants to sleep with. I am not saying that you should not
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validate her. Just make sure you do it within the context of being the PRIZE, and having a strong
reality and identity. And don't give her so much validation that she is satisfied. Give her, instead,
just enough to keep her wanting, reaching, and chasing you for more of it. Maybe, for example,
validate her but make her work for it.

Category # 3: Setting Yourself Up To Be Judged By Women
Oddly enough, this is a form of testing. It is different from the other two categories in that a
woman is not judging your reaction to her.
This category, instead, relates to displaying adverse characteristics about yourself to women,
conveying that you are not the PRIZE: Think needy, jealous, and insecure. When you act this
way around women, you are setting yourself up to be adversely judged by women and, thus, are
being tested.
A few guys I know think women are "Intentionally Testing" them, when, unknowingly, they are
setting themselves up to be adversely judged.
Is there a common theme to all of the Intentional Tests you get from women? If there is, you
might want to reevaluate these Intentional Tests: Were they really Intentional Tests or were you
just setting yourself up to be adversely judged by women?
If you feel that you have been setting yourself up you may want to evaluate your behaviors,
actions, the emotions you're feeling, and the vibe you are giving off when interacting with
women.
Oftentimes, however, the more a man conveys to a woman that he has a strong identity and
reality, and that he is the PRIZE, the more she will "Intentionally Test" him, trying to ascertain if
he genuinely possesses these characteristics.
Therefore, setting yourself up to be Intentionally Tested by women is usually a good thing; while
setting yourself up to be adversely judged by women is usually a bad thing!
When dealing with any type of test, of course, you have to have the necessary tools. Without
them you are doomed. The good news is that with the right tools you can take any type of test a
woman throws at you and use it to your advantage. I, in fact, enjoy women testing me because it
gives me an opportunity to turn their tests around on them, establishing myself as the PRIZE. The
more they test, the more ATTRACTION I generate in them.
Most of the material available on how to deal with tests from women suck - and it makes me
really angry! Many of these so-called dating experts aren't even aware of these tests - a sign they
need to get away from their computers and start interacting with live women in the real world.
There are, furthermore, a number of dating gurus who give their students a list of memorized
lines to use, as if a list of canned lines is the universal solution to the tests women throw at the
collective male - right!!
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ighborhood you are likely to meet people and join clubs, societies, sports events, drama groups,
anything where you are likely to meet potential partners. The kind of partners you are looking
for. I know its a cliché but you will not meet people by staying indoors.

8.Take time off from dating occasionally if its not going well or causing dating fatigue. Dating is
an ongoing process and so recharging the batteries and keeping the confidence and optimism
levels high is an absolute must. So date in phases if necessary.

9.Enjoy dating for what it is, dating
It is meeting people and socializing and spending time in the company of stimulating individuals
who may or may not bring you a sparkle. The fact is, most people are interesting and whilst you
may not be out there looking for new friends, you may well find one or two fabulous people
along the way.

10.Never ever make yourself too available
People like mystery and enigma and the thrill of the chase when dating. In keeping with this do
not sleep with your dates early on if you want them to progress, so keep sex until later. The
longer a person is made to chase and fall for you within reason, the more likely that love may
blossom. Peak too early and you have little left to offer and emotions may never have had the
time to develop.

The power of "playful" touching
Articles > Level 2
Recently I had a "double date" with a buddy of mine, and our dates were two women we had both
met at a club the prior weekend. My girl and I were very much into each other, but as the night
progressed I noticed that my friend’s date was not so much into him.
When I looked a little closer, searching for clues as to what he could do to remedy the situation, I
noticed that there was a psychological distance between the two of them. They didn't have
rapport and their interaction was characterized by awkwardness.
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After a while I realized that my buddy could make her feel much more comfortable by relaxing,
lightening up, and implementing some casual touch.
I wasn’t going to tell him what to do right there on the date, so I waited for the ladies to go to the
bathroom. Then I told him to touch his date on the arm when they she was laughing and
especially when he playfully teased her. I knew that if he just did these few things, that they
would naturally get much more intimate.
My friend was really thankful, because he was so caught up in how cute this girl was that he
wasn’t thinking straight.
Once the ladies returned from the bathroom I immediately noticed the shift in my friend’s
behavior. He relaxed, laid back, and proceeded to playfully crack lame jokes and tease her.
At first, I got the feeling that she felt a little weirded out, because he hadn’t laid a finger on her all
night. But he didn’t acknowledge her confusion and went right ahead with what he was doing as
it were the most normal thing to do.
I noticed that slowly she was becoming used to his touch. And when he began to playfully tease
her, he touched her some more, getting her even more comfortable
On one occasion, we were in a conversation about having monogamy versus polygamy.
Suddenly, my friend's girl asked him, "So do you think polygamy is correct?" This was her way
of testing him to see who was in control.
So he replied, "Oh yes, in fact I was raised a polygamist. I live with 4 women and they all LOVE
ME SO MUCH!"
She laughed, and playfully hit him on the arm, saying, "Stop it! Tell me!"
So he continued with, "Yea, in fact, I don’t think you and I can go any further with this
relationship without them interviewing you. The house has to live in harmony, you know."
She said, "You are SO mean!" At which time, he just reached over and hugged her, saying
"AWWWWWH" and then continued the fun by throwing the question to me.
In essence he made her emotions buzz with his statements, and then used her defeat as an excuse
to hug her.
I had rented at the beach that weekend, so we had a place to hang out at after dinner. The
following day, my friend was calling me a genius ;)
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